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A. Introduction
» Discover techniques for getting better pricing from suppliers

» See how to minimize inventory levels

» Find out how leasing lowers your expenses

» Learn other strategies to lower your expenses and free up your cash flow

B. Spend less explained
Naturally, one of the best ways to improve your cash flow is to cut your costs. This doesn’t mean you need to pay your 
staff less or cut back on essential purchases. It just means that by looking at how you can get the best value from every 
dollar you spend, you’ll find that your results improve and so does your cash flow.

C. How to spend less

Regularly compare suppliers for optimum terms and prices

In some situations employees can get blaze’ about comparing quotes and ringing around for the best price.  After all, it 
does take that extra bit of effort, so it is easy to let things slide.

Likewise, once a relationship has been established with a supplier, most businesses rarely shop around.  Once they 
have determined that a particular supplier offers good terms, service and prices, they then presume that the supplier 
will continue to offer good prices. They don’t compare prices.

Supplier records

An efficient way to compare suppliers is to keep a file on each supplier and in these files include:

» Current catalogues and price lists

» Business cards

» List of locations

» Details on minimum purchase requirements

» Delivery options

» Technical support charges

» Returns policy

» Warranty details

» Payment terms

» Copies of all invoices

» Any special terms for seasonal items

» Lease options

» Co-op advertising
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Beware the “Loss Leader”

In many situations, as a “loss leader”, suppliers will reduce the price of something just to secure a particular company 
as a client. Then – once the relationship has been established the prices gradually creep up to their normal levels.

In some situations, these “normal” levels may, in fact, be higher than the everyday prices of other companies. It really 
does pay to check.

The telecommunications, energy and insurance industries especially are highly competitive because there is an 
enormous amount of choice out in the marketplace. For you as a business owner this gives you the opportunity to shop 
around and regularly renegotiate your contracts to maximize your savings.

Here are some areas where it’s easily possible to reduce expenditure by 25% simply by doing your homework:

» Insurance

» Internet Service Provider

» Website hosting

» Telephone

» Energy

» Couriers and Freight

» Printing

» Stationery

» Credit Card fees

» Travel

Ensuring you continue to get a competitive deal is important but it should never come at the cost of customer service. 
After all, you need suppliers you can rely on. You need to purchase goods and services from them that you know 
will perform a specific function the way you want it to. And you also want to rest easy knowing it will arrive in good 
condition, on time.

Therefore it’s pointless getting a great deal on something if deliveries arrive days late.

Minimise inventory levels

Many businesses have tens (and even hundreds) of thousands of dollars sitting idle in inventory that isn’t getting 
turned around quickly. This stock is producing a huge drain on cash flow. Instead, by keeping inventory levels to a 
minimum your outflows will be reduced which will free up cash flow.

Regularly monitor your inventory levels to see if they are in line with industry norms. If you don’t have this information, 
try contacting your industry association to see if they have access to industry benchmarking data.

Here’s a quick calculation you can use to determine how much inventory you should stock: 

Inventory
Cost of Goods Sold

x
365 (days)

=
Days it takes to turn over inventory
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From time-to-time suppliers will dangle a carrot in front of your eyes offering you big discounts to make bulk 
purchases. Try to avoid these situations because this can tie up cash.

Every now and then check your inventory for outdated stock and when you have an oversupply either defer upcoming 
re-orders of that item or liquidate the stock by heavily discounting it.

Call for tenders on major projects

When you’re engaging a new service provider or supplier and the purchase involves spending a large mount of money, 
go out to tender.

It creates a competitive bidding environment where potential suppliers all compete for your business, and at the 
same time it tends to keep bids low. It also saves your people time by reducing the amount of time they spend ringing 
around and interviewing suppliers.

Carefully examine service contracts

When you buy office equipment such as photocopiers, printers and 
computers you’ll often be asked if you would like a service contract 
which covers the cost of repairs and maintenance over a certain 
period of time.

The reality is that for most businesses, these service contracts cost 
you far more than if you were to call out the company and pay the 
going rate whenever your machine breaks down. They are a waste 
of money.

Which equipment

If you’re purchasing highly reliable equipment such as computers, 
fax machines and laser printers, getting a service contract is 
probably pointless. Especially when you consider that most computers need upgrading every couple of years, by the 
time it breaks down you may be ready for a new one anyway.

In other situations it does make sense to purchase a service contract, when you’re buying unreliable equipment i.e. 
photocopiers.

What to avoid

Try to avoid long-term service contracts, even though they appear to be cheaper, because in many cases you may be 
ready to replace the equipment before the service contract expires. If so, you’ve often wasted money as most service 
contracts are non-refundable on any unused portions. Always read the fine print before you sign.

Another thing to check is warranties. On some equipment you may find that the warranty covers cost of repairs which 
you would be paying for as part of a service contract, which means it’s completely unnecessary.
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Be more cautious when deciding to hire people

Adding new employees (in most situations) is a highly profitable exercise because it increases productivity and sales. 
Having said this, it is also a drain on cash flow. Therefore, before you decide to employ new people see how you can 
boost the productivity of your existing people.

By doing this it may turn out that you don’t need to employ anyone else after all. You have boosted results and at the 
same time you have saved money in wages costs.

Another way to save money on hiring costs is to engage independent contractors.

Sure, they may cost you more on an hourly basis but they are often more productive than employees.

What’s more, you only need to utilise them for the time they will actually be working on a task. Not only that, there’s 
no worker’s compensation, superannuation or other costs to worry about either.
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Consider Leasing

Instead of purchasing computers, photocopiers and other office machinery, you may find that leasing is easier on your 
cash flow and more beneficial for your tax position also.

Lease payments are fully tax deductible yet purchases aren’t fully deductible in the first year.

There are a variety of forms of leasing with a variety of features or options with each one. Things like “hire purchase” 
vs. lease, balloon payments and so forth. The option that best suits you will depend on your individual situation so it’s 
important to consult your Accountant before making a decision.

Exercise

Here’s a chart that compares leasing with purchasing. Complete the details to see if leasing is the best option for your 
situation.

Cost Lease Purchase
Amount of deposit required.
Lease or loan term
Monthly repayments
Amount of balloon or residual payment
Cost of an extended warranty
Total cost of lease or loan over lifetime including maintenance.
Cash Availability Lease Purchase
Can you afford monthly payments?
Are maintenance costs included in the lease or loan?
Amount of maintenance costs
Insurance costs included in lease or loan
Tax Benefits Lease Purchase
Are there depreciation opportunities with a lease or loan?
What is the depreciable life of the item?
How much can be depreciated over its life
Amount of other tax benefits available
Obsolescence Lease Purchase
What is the product’s lifetime in years? 
(also allow for advances in technology)
What is the cost per year of the item  
(divide total cost of item by no. of years)
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Utilise Online Banking

Online Banking saves your accounts people a considerable amount of time by not having to write out cheques, address 
envelopes, purchase stamps and mail letters. It will also save in postage and stationery.

At face value this may offer negligible savings but over 
time it adds up.

Let’s take a look

Let’s say you pay 75 invoices per month. That’s 75 stamps 
and 75 envelopes per month which equals around $41.25 
in costs or $495 in a year.

Let’s say that the activity to write a cheque, arrange for 
the signing of the cheque, address the envelope and 
arrange for postage takes approximately 4 minutes per 
invoice (at a guess). At 75 invoices per month that worlds 
out to be 5 hours a month or 60 hours per year.

Lets then say that internet banking takes up 1.5 minutes 
per invoice. The end result is you have reduced your 
workload by 66.66% which saves your company 37.5 hours per year. At $20 per hour that’s a further $750 in wages in 
savings at least. Not to mention the savings made by the cheque signatory by not having to physically sign cheques.

All up, your savings work out to be around $1,245 over the course of a year. Still nothing huge to write home about, 
but consider, what your accounts people could be doing to improve your cash flow if they had an extra 1 hour up 
their sleeves each week. They could be using that time to actively chase more debts or to find ways to reduce your 
expenses.

This extra 1 hour per week could add up to thousands of dollars in increased cash flow each month.

Exercise:

Go through regular supplier invoices and contact them to find out Banking details so you can start paying their 
accounts by direct deposit.

Maintain better control over purchases

Centralise purchasing

In large businesses especially, each department has its own suppliers and purchasing processes for the same goods. 
Instead, by consolidating the purchasing of supplies you may be able to negotiate better prices and also by having all 
purchasing functions done by one department this enables you to keep better control of what is being spent on what.

Regularly review expenses to budget

Each quarter, review your budget. See how your actuals compare with projected expenses. If they are higher, see if 
there has been a direct correlation with sales e.g. have your sales been higher also? If not, identify where there has 
been an increase in costs and work out why. 

Minimise your rent burden

If you’re renting premises but have a good amount of vacant space, consider sub-letting a portion of that space. This 
can cut down your rent costs considerably. OR if you can’t actually separately partition off an area of your premises for 
sub-letting but you do have spare offices or areas around your office, you could simply rent space to a contractor who 
is in an aligned industry.

©2016 BSI. All Rights Reserved
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For instance, if you’re a public relations firm you might rent an area to a freelance graphic designer or you could 
come to an arrangement on a contra basis where they provide you with $xxxx in services each month in lieu of rent, 
electricity and shared reception costs. Also try:

» Bookkeepers

» Accountants

» PR consultants

» Copy writers

» Web designers

» Software programmers

» Training consultants

» Management consultants

Finding the right person is as simple as putting a small classified ad in the paper. Bringing a contractor into your 
premises has another advantage. Because they’re on hand there is a good chance they will give your work top priority 
and perhaps even concessional pricing.

Exercise:

» Do you have excess space that you could sublet?

»  Could your premises be easily reconfigured so it does? If so, write down a list of the types of businesses/
consultants who would be ideal to share your office space.

»  Work out a rate based on a percentage of your leasing costs plus factor in use of furniture, equipment and facilities.

» Go through your list of suppliers and identify anyone who could fit the bill and approach them with the opportunity.

Review employee needs and consider redundancies

If your cash flow crisis is a prolonged one and you have exhausted all other measures, and at the same time, there are 
redundant positions, you may want to consider redundancies for non sales or production related positions in areas 
where some non-productive positions can be eliminated without detrimentally affecting profits.

Take advantage of early payment incentives

If you are offered a discount of 2% for paying before the due 
date, pay the bill early unless you have a severe cash flow 
crisis. After all, 2% on a 30 day invoice is equal to a 24% annual 
return if you had invested the money.
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D. Key points summarised
» Get better pricing from suppliers

» Minimise inventory levels

» Utilise other strategies to lower your expenses and free up your cash flow

E. Action plan
What Why Who When
Review all the initiatives 
listed in this Study Guide 
and prioritise them based 
on what will give the most 
dramatic results for the 
minimum effort.

Reduce expenses and 
increase cash flow

You and your accounts 
payable people

Put these cost reduction 
methods in place.

Reduce expenses and 
increase cash flow

You and your accounts 
payable people

Monitor the impact that 
this has on your cash flow.

Ask your BSI Coach More 
ideas on increasing 
cash flow and 
minimizing expenses

You and your BSI Coach




